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Abstract

This paper reviews some of what is known about the
acquisition and mental representation of phonetic categories.
They in part arise from the language learner’s experience, but
not entirely.  They are, moreover, governed by functional
principles, which must nonetheless be instantiated in the
mind and grammar.

1   AN EXAMPLE TO START

In many languages, tones spread from earlier to later in a
word, but they rarely, if ever, spread from later to earlier in
a word [1]. Why should tone spreading be perseverativebut
not anticipatory? One possible answer is suggested by
another crosslinguistically robust observation: speakers reach
the F0 targets that realize tones late, often not until after the
tone bearing unit that sponsors the tone [2,3 & many others].
When the F0 target is reached after the sponsoring tone
bearing unit, listeners may mistakenly interpret the next tone
bearing unit as the tone’s sponsor. Then when they take their
turns as speakers, they will produce it one tone bearing unit
later than the original speakers did. As they will also reach
tone’s F0 targets late, other listeners may mistakenly interpret
yet the next tone bearing unit as the tone’s sponsor, and so
on. These successive misinterpretations progressively
displace the tone to later and later tone bearing units. 

Tones are displaced  in this way to the next tone bearing unit
in Yoruba [4], where an input high.low (H.L) sequence is
pronounced high-falling (H.HML) and an input L.H sequence
is pronounced L.LMH, and in Kikuyu [5], where each input
tone is pronounced on the next tone bearing unit. Tones in
Isixhosa [6] are displaced as far as possible, up to the
antepenultimate tone bearing unit or to next tone-sponsoring
unit. Yoruba and Isixhosa illustrate the minimal and maximal
phonological consequences of mistaking which unit sponsors
a tone.

Displacement is not, however, spreading. If listeners have
morphological evidence from alternations that the tone is
sponsored by the first tone bearing unit in the sequence, then
the lateness of F0 targets will lead them to interpret the tone’s
domain as extending from the sponsoring unit to the
following unit(s), and the tone will then spread to rather than
being displaced to later units. Spreading, like displacement,
propogates because when listeners take their turns as
speakers they also reach F0 targets late.

Because tones’ F0 targets aren’t reached earlier than the
sponsoring tone bearing unit, a listener has no occasion to
mistake the preceding tone bearing unit for the tone’s
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or. Consequently, tones are neither displaced nor
 to earlier syllables.

ROM THE SPEAKER’S PHONETICS
O THE LISTENER’S PHONOLOGY

ers’ contribution to initiating this sound change differs
y from listeners’. F0 target timing relative to tone
g units varies continuously as a function of how
ed tones are and other factors [2,7]. For example, the
ak that realizes a H* pitch accent is ordinarily not
d until well after the stressed syllable of the word it’s
d with, but if the next pitch accent occurs too soon
hat H*, then the F0 peak is realized earlier [2]. How
varies continuously with how closely the next tone
s. Listeners interpret the timing of F0 targets
rically, as either belonging to the current tone bearing
r the next one. In other words, speakers’ late
tion of F0 targets is phonetic but listeners’
erpretation of which tone bearing unit sponsors the
s phonological.

example closely resembles those where listeners
erpret speakers as intending to produce an acoustic
rty on one segment when in fact that segment only
culates with a neighboring segment the speaker
ed to have that property [8]. Listeners’
erpretation in such cases also shifts the phonological
ication from the sponsoring segment to the
culated one when they fail to detect that property on
ighboring segment (or fail to detect the neighboring
nt itself). Coarticulation, like tonal timing, varies
uously in temporal extent and magnitude.  The
tual shift from the sponsoring to the affected segment
ever categorical.

logical specifications often change because listeners
erpret the continuously variable, phonetic properties
akers’ utterances categorically. In short, phonetics gets
honology through listeners’ ears.

3   SOURCES FOR CATEGORIES

ed to know how listeners categorize the continuous
g phonetic properties produced by speakers.

FLEXIBLE CATEGORIES

urse, part of the answer is that speakers produce
sting sounds in nearly categorically different ways,
ing the timing of tones’ F0 targets. In Kinyarwanda
ng vowels may contrast in which of their moras bears



a H tone, and in Swedish, F0 falls earlier relative to the
stressed syllable on words with accent 1 than with accent 2
[10]. The distributions of phonetic properties in the
pronunciations of these contrasts in tonal timing as well as all
other contrasts must differ sufficiently that listeners don’t
mistake one category for a minimally different one. Maye, et
al. [11] recently showed that such distributional differences
are moreover sufficient for both infant and adult language
learners to postulate distinct categories. Maye, et al.’s results
also explain listeners’ indifference to much continuous
variation in speakers’ phonetic behavior. If a phonetic
property’s values do not fall into at least partly discrete
clumps, listeners have no basis for treating different values as
instances of distinct categories and they accordingly treat
them all as instances of the same category.  In this account,
listeners have no a priori proclivity to respond categorically
to phonetic properties. Instead, they have noticed that the
distributions of values for some phonetic properties are
clumped and those of others are not. 

What count as distinct categories depend quite directly on the
specific distributions of property values that listeners
experience, so those categories should readily shift when they
experience different distributions of values. Sancier &
Fowler [12] report shifts of exactly this kind for a bilingual
speaker of Portuguese and English, whose judgment of voice
onset time varies between times when she is exposed
primarily to Portuguese prevoiced and voiceless unaspirated
stops vs those when she is instead exposed primarily to
English voiceless unaspirated and aspirated stops. These
results dovetail with Goldinger’s findings that listeners retain
specific details of the particular pronunciations of words
they’ve heard [13] and retain them better in pronunciations
they hear more often [14]. More generally, these results
suggest that categories are learned as sets of exemplars [15
and many others].

3.2 INFLEXIBLE CATEGORIES

Beside this evidence of experience-driven flexibility in
categories is other evidence showing that categories may,
after a time, become quite inflexible.  Guion [16] reports that
bilinguals who learned Ecuadorian Quichua and Spanish
simultaneously pronounce the five Spanish vowels /i,e,a,o,u/
distinctly as well as distinguishing their pronunciations from
those of the three Quichua vowels /w,a,�/. Bilinguals who
learned Spanish early but not before they started school at 5-
6 years pronounce the high Quichua vowels indistinguishably
from either the high or mid Spanish vowels, although they do
distinguish high from mid vowels when speaking Spanish.
Finally, bilinguals who learned Spanish in puberty or later
produce only three distinct vowels when speaking either
language, with Quichua pronunciations. Increasing
experience of a first language alone renders learners
increasingly insensitive even to the discrete distributions of
phonetic properties in the contrasting sounds of the second
language. Or if they remain sensitive to them, they cannot
transfer this sensitivity to reproducing them.

Pallier, Bosch, & Sebastián-Gallés [17] show that  bilinguals
do not after all retain the ability to distinguish second
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 sounds are so thoroughly homophonous for the
sh-dominant bilinguals that one member of a minimal
r these Catalan contrasts produces repetition priming
 other [18].

PERCEPTUAL ASSIMILATION

lingual listeners are expected to have even more
ible categories, and to perceive foreign categories in
of their assimilation to native categories [19].  Best’s
ptual Assimilation Model (PAM) predicts that listeners
istinguish foreign contrasts if they assimilate to
nt native categories, but not if they assimilate to same
 category. For early Quichua-Spanish bilinguals, the
r mid Spanish vowels assimilate to the Quichua high
s and for late Quichua-Spanish bilinguals both the high
e mid Spanish vowels assimilate to the high Quichua
s. Spanish-dominant Spanish-Catalan bilinguals
ble the late Quichua-Spanish bilinguals in assimilating
sting categories in Catalan to single categories in
sh.  However, PAM neither completely nor correctly
nts for monolingual listeners’ ability to distinguish
n phonemes. 

WHAT’S THE ASSIMILATION TARGET?

times, it is not at all clear what native phoneme(s) the
n ones assimilate to. Many studies have shown that
ese speakers often fail to distinguish the American
h (AE) liquids /l/ and /‹/. PAM attributes this failure

 assimilation of both AE liquids to the same Japanese
me.  But which Japanese phoneme?  The obvious
 is the Japanese liquid, but its frequent tap

nciation [�] differs from the approximant pronunciation
 /‹/. AE /‹/ is instead more similar acoustically and
tually to Japanese /w/ [20,21]. The Japanese liquid is
metimes pronounced as a lateral [l] by some speakers,

ularly next to the non-high back vowels /o,a/, so /l/ as
s /‹/ could assimilate to this phoneme. 

EXEMPLARS AND PHONETIC SIMILARITY

if the Japanese phoneme(s) that the AE liquids
ilate to could be reliably identified, assimilation isn’t
ole story.  Pisoni and his colleagues [22] found robust
ersistent exemplar effects in Japanese listeners’

ng of the AE /l:‹/ contrast: listeners distinguished these
unds better when spoken by some speakers than others
 some positions in the syllable than others. That is,
earned both individual and allophonic differences
en the pronunciations of these phonemes.

berger [23] reports that the phonetic similarity between
n and native nasal consonants predicts how listeners
fy and discriminate foreign nasal place contrasts better
he phonological correspondence between the foreign
e native nasal place contrasts. Kingston [24] compared



AE listeners’ ability to identify many pairs of German vowels
that contrast phonologically for the same feature, e.g. the
vowel pairs /y:¢/ and /ø:ˆ/ both contrast for the feature
[tense]. PAM predicts that all instances of the same foreign
contrast will assimilate equally well or poorly to native
phonemes. Kingston found instead that AE listeners often
distinguished the members of one pair of vowels constrasting
for a feature far better than the members of another pair
contrasting for the same feature, e.g. they distinguished the
tense mid vowel /ø/ much more reliably from its lax
counterpart /ˆ/ than high /y/ from /¢/. Like Harnsberger’s
results, these results show that the correspondence between
the phonological contrasts of the foreign and the native
language, even a very robustly instantiated one like [tense],
does not predict listeners’ success at distinguishing the
foreign phonemes from one another. Phonetic similarity
between individual German and AE vowels also explains
more of the AE listeners’ success than phonological
correspondences do. The vowel /ˆ/ assimilates to American
English /d/ or /�/ and in doing so draws further away
perceptually from /ø/ than /¢/ does from /y/.

3.4 A DILEMMA AND AN ESCAPE FROM IT

Many of these results show that the categories listeners learn
retain concrete and specific phonetic and statistical details
that they experienced in hearing instances of these categories.
Yet other results show, just as robustly, that listeners lose the
ability to attend to these same details. We cannot escape from
this dilemma by adopting Pierrehumbert’s hybrid model of
internal categories [15, because in these cases, detailed and
abstract representations are not evoked by different behaviors
or different stages in speech production models but by the
same behavior, the identification of foreign speech sounds.

A way out of this dilemma can be found in a so far
unacknowledged difference in the experience of the foreign
language listeners who cannot detect differences in phonetic
detail vs those who can.  Those who cannot are bilinguals,
who have spoken and listened to their second language for a
long period of time before they were tested. Those who can
first encountered the foreign language in the experiment
testing their ability to distinguish its sounds. The bilinguals
have well-established representations for both languages,
which may not distinguish some second language sounds
from one another. Those who first encounter the foreign
language when they began to participate in the experiment
have no prior representations of its categories and even after
days of training still have far less experience with their
pronunciations than the bilinguals. The lack of well-
established representations for the foreign categories and the
essentially non-linguistic identification and discrimination
tasks the listeners perform in training and testing make all the
foreign categories’ phonetic details salient and perhaps even
discourage abstraction away from those details. In short, their
experience has been too brief for such ephemeral details to
fade away. Well-established representations can also prevent
listeners from detecting properties of a foreign language [25].

I turn next to the prototypical behavior of phonetic
categories.
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4   PROTOTYPES

erceptual effects of prototypes, both in infants and
, show that categories’ properties might not be
ned only by experience, although some work on
ype effects suggests otherwise, for both infant and
isteners.  Kuhl, et al. [26] compared discrimination of
s surrounding prototypical English /i/ and prototypical
sh /y/ by 6 month old infants being raised in English or
sh speaking households. Because English has no /y/
edish /i/ is located elsewhere in the vowel space than

h /i/, these vowels are potentially non-prototypical for
s being raised in households where the other language
ken. English infants  discriminated stimuli surrounding
sh /y/ significantly better than those surrounding
h /i/ and Swedish infants produced the opposite
nce. Six months of experience with the ambient
ge is apparently enough for infants to form
ypical categories. Perceptual distances shrink around
ategories to prevent the learner from positing spurious
ategories on hearing new stimuli nearby. Iverson &
27] show that perceptual distances also shrink for AE
rs about prototypes of /l/ and /‹/ but not for Japanese
rs, who would have no prototypes for these sounds

se they have no experience of them.

st of Kuhl, et al.’s conclusion that experience creates
ypes, Polka & Bohn [28] compared discrimination of
erman vowels /y/ and /u/ and the English vowels /e/
/ by 6-8 and 10-12 month old infants being raised in

an and English speaking households. If experience
ines what vowels act as prototypes, then German

s should notice the change from /æ/ to /e/ more often
the opposite change because the German vowel
ory has an /e/ but not an /æ/. For the same reason,
h infants should notice the change from  /y/ to /u/ more
han the opposite change. Because both members of the
pair of vowels, /u/ and /y/ for the German infants and
d /æ/ for the English infants, occur in the vowel
ories of these languages, infants from these linguistic
rounds shouldn’t notice one direction of change any
often than the other. The results differed markedly
these predictions: both German and English infants
d the change from /y/ to /u/ and from /e/ to /æ/ much
reliably than the opposite changes, and there was no
 of age on this difference. These results show that
eral vowels such as /u/ and /æ/ act as prototypes and
al vowels do not.  

ow [29,30] showed that English and Spanish adults
eat more peripheral vowels as more prototypical, and
o so independently of their experience with their native
s. In her acoustic investigation, Bradlow found that
h non-low vowels are pronounced with higher F2
 and presumably fronter articulations than their

sh counterparts. Despite these differences in production
perience, listeners from both languages gave higher
ry goodness ratings to synthetic front vowels with the
 F2 values of the English models and to back vowels
e lower F2 values of the Spanish models. That is, both



Spanish and English listeners preferred more peripheral
vowels over those whose values that matched their native
vowels when the two differed.  

Thus, it’s not familiarity but the distinctness from other
vowels conferred by peripherality that causes a vowel to act
as a prototype. Because these prototypes immediately
influence every instance of vowel perception, the pull to the
periphery is constant and the present-day peripheral position
of vowels need not be the relic of some now spent historical
force.  This force may act jointly with others, e.g. that
pushing vowels into focal regions of the space [31] and
those forces, too, may actively regulate the distribution of
vowel tokens in the vowel space from moment to moment
[32]. Because they are regulatory and evaluative, these forces
are moreover in the mind and not in the vocal tract or  ear.
Therefore, nothing stands in the way of their incorporation
into other mental constructions or operations, such as the
grammar of a particular language or universal grammar, cf.
[33].
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